
OSLO: Will we someday be able to fly without
the guilt of causing environmental damage? A
handful of firms and regulators hope that the
electric revolution in cars will also take to the
skies, helping the industry cope with an expected
boom in travel and reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions. “Many people say that we must get rid of
air transport because we will never be able to
deal with emissions and noise, but this is an out-
dated approach,” said Norwegian Transport
Minister Ketil Solvik-Olsen, who recently hosted
an aviation conference in Oslo.

Norway, the largest oil and gas producer in
western Europe, is paradoxically a pioneer in the
field of electric transport. The Nordic nation aims
for all new vehicle registrations to be zero emis-
sion by 2025 and launched a first electric ferry in
early 2015. After land and water, the northern
kingdom is now turning to the sky with the goal
of electrifying all short haul flights in just over 20
years. “In my mind, there is no doubt: by 2040
Norway will be operating totally electric,” said
Dag Falk-Petersen, head of the country’s public
airport operator, Avinor.  

Tesla of the skies? 
Air transportation’s impact on global warming

is estimated at around five percent through CO2
emissions and other substances, including nitro-
gen oxide and water vapor. As the number of air

passengers is expected to almost double by 2036
to 7.8 billion per year, according to the
International Air Transport Association’s (IATA)
projections, aviation’s impact is on a course to
increase substantially if nothing is done.

Meanwhile, the airline industry aims to cut its
CO2 emissions in half by 2050 from 2005 levels.
While the international umbrella group Climate
Action Network (CAN) says these goals are
unrealistic, some airlines are beginning to look at
electric-powered aircraft as an answer. The small
regional carrier Wideroe Airlines, operating in
Norway’s far north, plans to renew its fleet of
twin-engine Bombardier Dash 8 planes with elec-
tric-powered aircraft by 2030. 

“Aircraft producers see that they have to do it
because otherwise there will be a new Tesla tak-
ing their positions,” said Falk-Petersen, referring
to how the upstart US electric car manufacturer
has shaken up the traditional automobile industry.
Both of the major manufacturers of large passen-
ger aircraft, Airbus and Boeing, are exploring the
viability of electric planes.

Airbus aims to develop a hybrid model called
E-Fan X, and has teamed up with British engine
maker Rolls Royce and German industrial group
Siemens. The first flight is planned for 2020. “One
of the biggest challenges is electricity storage,”
Glenn Llewellyn, general manager for electrifica-
tion at Airbus, said. 

As with cars, the performance of batteries is a
critical element, with the added problem that they
are heavier than fuel and carrying them into the
air is the most-energy intensive part of the flight.
“But at the same time battery technology is prob-
ably the technology in the world which has the
most investment. So it will evolve,” added
Llewellyn.

‘Any place in the world’ 
Zunum Aero, a start-up partly financed by US

aeronautics group Boeing, meanwhile plans to
bring a 12-seat hybrid plane to the market by
2022. “The price that we’re targeting is very much
in line with the current aircraft but the operation
cost is just a fraction, it’s literally 60 to 70 percent
lower than an equivalent aircraft in operation right
now,” said the startup’s founder Matt Knapp. The
expected lower operating costs of electric planes,
both due to cheap electricity and simpler motors,
means that the highly competitive airline industry
could end up adopting them quickly.

Airbus offered several years ago updated air-
craft with 15 percent fuel savings, and as jet fuel is
a major cost for airlines, they quickly placed
orders for thousands as they tried to get ahead of
rivals. The transition to electric could also provide
another advantage: they are much quieter, mean-
ing they may win exceptions to restrictions
imposed due to noise near residential areas.

Combined with the fact that electric planes don’t
need such long runways, they could be used at
some smaller airports close to city centers.

Avinor said switching to electric would also
help airlines avoid any climate change related
penalties that regulators could impose, such as
higher taxes and flying restrictions. Norway sees

itself as a good test bed for electric planes.
“There are a lot of issues to deal with, with icy
conditions, with heavy winds,” says Widero CEO
Stein Nilsen.  

“But if we can do that here in Norway, I’m cer-
tain that this air plane will cope with any condi-
tions in any place in the world.”—AFP 
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Faced with global warming, 
aviation aims to turn green

Norway aims all new vehicle registrations to be zero emission
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SAN FRANCISCO: At a conference where
thinkers and luminaries gather to discuss
world-changing ideas and innovations, the
talk is shifting to the dark side. This year’s
theme of the annual Technology,
Entertainment and Design (TED) confer-
ence starting today in Vancouver is “Age of
Amazement,” but with a keen eye on unin-
tended consequences. The gathering comes
amid growing fears about a loss of privacy
in the digital world, and a race to artificial
intelligence and robotics which could spin
out of control.

“The future is amazing, but there is good
amazing and there is amazing terrifying,”
TED curator Chris Anderson said. “There is
going to be an intense debate on what we
think of the future. We are embracing those
fears that the world may have gone mad in
one way, but we are also embracing innova-
tions, science and technology.” The TED
community includes scientists, artists,
activists, politicians and superstar entrepre-
neurs such as founders of Amazon, Google,
Microsoft and Netflix. This year’s speakers
include Netflix co-founder Reed Hastings
and star Silicon Valley venture capitalist
John Doerr, whose winning investments
include early bets on Amazon and Google. 

Former US vice president Al Gore, a
longtime member of the TED community,
will host a discussion on climate change at
the conference Anderson expected heated
debate on the potential dangers as well as
the benefits of new technologies. “Is the
world making progress or, despite our best
efforts, are we making things worse?” he
asked rhetorically. “I think people are
astonished and disturbed by a lot of the
technology we have built.”

Podcasts popping 
While internet-age news cycles have

attention shifting from one headline to
another, TED is intended as an oasis where
ideas and developments are thoughtfully
explored. “So many people don’t want to
hear about progress at the moment; they
are not seeing it,” Anderson said. “They are
feeling stress and anger. You could argue a
collective talking ourselves into gloom and
doom.” Since starting as an intimate gather-
ing on the California coast 34 years ago,
TED has grown into a global media plat-
form with a stated devotion to “ideas worth

spreading.” TED has a massive following for
its trademark presentations in which speak-
ers strive to give “the talk of their lives” in
18 minutes. The standard cost of attending
the main TED conference, now in
Vancouver, has climbed to $10,000.

Money brought in by the nonprofit
Sapling Foundation behind TED is used to
make talks available free in apps, podcasts
and videos at online venues including
YouTube and ted.com. TED has had a hit
with a new live-audience television series in
India hosted by Bollywood star Shah Rukh
Khan. Podcasts and a TED Radio hour have
proven natural fits for the conference’s spo-
ken-word style presentations.

TED is poised to launch a native Spanish
language podcast in a partnership with
Univision as it expands its lineup with offer-
ings such as podcast devoted to the genius
of everyday objects and do-it-yourself neu-
roscience. “The platform has seen spectac-
ular growth despite all the competition from
politics,” Anderson said. It has also started
creating short-form video presentations, as
smartphone lifestyles have people accus-
tomed to snippets much shorter than 18
minutes. “In the early days of TED, when we
you told lecturers, professors and academ-
ics they had to deliver a talk in under 20
minutes they looked at you like you were
crazy,” said TED head of media Colin
Helms. “In internet time, when people are
used to content as short as 15 seconds, it
seems a much meatier format.”

Turning talk to action
Anderson has gracefully but firmly

encouraged TED’s influential community to
act on big ideas that win their hearts or
minds. An annual TED prize launched in
2005 that came with cash and support from
the conference community to fulfill poten-
tially world-changing wishes will be trans-
formed this year into an “Audacious
Project” funding ideas with “the potential to
create massive, global change.” More than
$250 million has already been committed to
the “collaborative philanthropy” model,
according to TED. Each year, the project
will identify up to five ideas that stand out
as thrillingly bold and have a credible path
to execution. “The notion of turning ideas
into action will be a real sub-theme,” he
said of this year’s gathering. —AFP 

IN THE AIR: A handout computer generated image released by electric aircraft start-up
Zunum Aero shows a Zunum Aero’s hybrid-electric regional aircraft flying. — AFP 

‘Ideas’ conference to grapple
with dark side of tech

WASHINGTON: Mark Zuckerberg will appear
before US lawmakers this week as a firestorm
rocks Facebook over its data privacy scandal,
with pressure mounting for new regulations on
social media platforms. The 33-year-old chief
executive is expected to face a grilling before a
Senate panel today, and follow up with an
appearance in the House of Representatives the
following day. It comes amid a raft of inquiries
on both sides of the Atlantic following disclo-
sures that data on 87 million users was hijacked
and improperly shared with Cambridge
Analytica, a British political consultancy working
for Donald Trump’s presidential campaign.

On Sunday, Facebook said it had suspended
another data analysis firm, US-based Cubeyou,
after CNBC reported it used Facebook user
information-harvested from psychological test-
ing apps, as in the case of Cambridge Analytica-
for commercial purposes. “These are serious
claims and we have suspended CubeYou from
Facebook while we investigate them,” a

Facebook spokesperson told AFP in an email.  “If
they refuse or fail our audit, their apps will be
banned from Facebook.”

Lawmakers, meanwhile, have signaled they
intend to get tough on Facebook and other
online services over privacy. “A day of reckoning
is coming for websites like @facebook,”
Democratic Senator Ed Markey wrote on
Twitter Friday. “We need a privacy bill of rights
that all Americans can rely upon.”
Representative Ro Khanna, a California
Democrat, agreed that legislation is needed “to
protect Americans’ dignity and privacy from bad
faith actors like Cambridge Analytica, who use
social media data to manipulate people.”

Khanna tweeted that “self-regulation will not
work. Congress must act in the public interest to
protect consumers and citizens.” Several law-
makers and activists believe the United States
should follow the lead of Europe’s data protec-
tion law set to be implemented in May, which has
strict terms for notification and sharing of per-

sonal data online. Zuckerberg told reporters
Facebook would follow the European rules
worldwide, although cautioned that its imple-
mentation may not be “exactly the same format”
for various countries and regions.

Shift on political ads
Facebook meanwhile announced Friday it will

require political ads on its platform to state who
is paying for the message and would verify the
identity of the payer, in a bid to curb outside
election interference. The change is meant to
avoid a repeat of the manipulation efforts by
Russian-sponsored entities which sought to
foment discord in 2016, and also responds to
criticism about anonymous messages based on
Facebook profile data.

Zuckerberg said the change will mean “we
will hire thousands of more people” to get the
new system in place ahead of US midterm elec-
tions in November. “We’re starting this in the US
and expanding to the rest of the world in the
coming months,” Zuckerberg said on his
Facebook page. “These steps by themselves
won’t stop all people trying to game the system.
But they will make it a lot harder for anyone to
do what the Russians did during the 2016 elec-
tion and use fake accounts and pages to run

ads.” Zuckerberg said Facebook is now endors-
ing the “Honest Ads Act,” a bill that would
require disclosure of the sources of online politi-
cal ads. “Election interference is a problem that’s
bigger than any one platform, and that’s why we
support the Honest Ads Act,” he said. “This will
help raise the bar for all political advertising
online.” Some activists say Facebook needs to
do more to guard against manipulation and
deception on the platform.

Facebook “should really be turning their
attention not only to election ads but to all ads,”
said Harlan Yu of the technology and social jus-
tice nonprofit group Upturn. “They should dis-
close to the public a detailed accounting of all
the bad ads they’re taking down,” Yu told a
forum Thursday at the New America Foundation.
Facebook is also likely to face questions on
whether it violated a 2011 agreement with the
US Federal Trade Commission. Activists have
alleged the social network failed to live up to
promises to protect privacy.

Serial offender  
David Vladeck, a Georgetown University law

professor who headed the FTC’s enforcement
division when the Facebook deal was negotiated,
called the latest incident a “major breach” of the

court-supervised settlement. “Facebook is now a
serial offender,” Vladeck said in a Harvard Law
Review blog post. But Vladeck noted that a
major problem with Facebook’s privacy woes
comes from its failure to get written contracts
and guarantees with third parties such as app
developers. — AFP

Zuckerberg to face angry lawmakers
as Facebook firestorm rages

CALIFORNIA: In this file photo Facebook CEO
and founder Mark Zuckerberg speaks during a
discussion at the Global Entrepreneurship
Summit at Stanford University in Palo Alto,
California. — AFP 

FRANCE: Visitors use a Virtual Reality (VR) headset during the ‘Laval Virtual’ virtual reality, augmented reality and 3D technology show, in Laval, north-
western France. — AFP photos


